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Abstract: One of the applications using computer graphics is landscape simulation, which evaluates the 

scenery changed by constructing new buildings. The scenery is built with models generated by computer 

graphics modelling software or image based modelling techniques. The models generated by computer 

graphics modelling software is beautiful without stains or cracks on the building walls so that some sceneries 

are built by mapping real images of real buildings onto the walls of the buildings in order to improve the reality. 

However, even if real images are mapped onto the building walls, the scenery remains the same unless the 

images change as time passes. Many researchers have been trying to represent stains or cracks on the surfaces 

of objects built in a virtual space.  

Cracks on buildings or roads affect the landscape simulation very much so that this paper considers how cracks 

are generated and how to represent them. A crack is generated by fatigue of materials that construct objects 

such as buildings or roads in a virtual space, and also the heat at the vertex of a crack affects the process of 
crack generation. In order to represent cracks on building walls, it is necessary to simulate the process of crack 

generation, and there are many methods for the simulation. The simplest method is the Mass-Spring model that 

has some vertices having masses, which are located at several points on the target material, and are connected 

with springs. FEM (Finite Element Method) is also generally used in the simulation, which divides the target 

material into finite small elements and calculates the stress in the material. These physically based simulations 

can generate detailed crack patterns; however, it takes a lot of time for the simulation so that some patterns are 

generated using leaf venation or Voronoi diagram. In addition, some patterns can be generated by NPR (Non-

Photorealistic Rendering). 

Previous works generated many kinds of crack patterns; however, those were generated on free surfaces on an 

object and stresses caused by the surrounding materials were not considered. In fact, a concrete wall that 

constructs a building is surrounded by reinforcing bars, and the crack is generated by the stress due to the 
reinforcing bars in addition to the gravity. Previous researches also did not consider the change of crack width. 

The crack can be elongated as time elapses; however, the width did not change even if time passed. Therefore, 

this paper proposes a simulation method of crack generated on a reinforced-concrete wall with physically based 

simulation, which method changes the width of crack as time passes. In this paper, we adopt RBSM (Rigid 

Body Spring Model) for the simulation, which can calculate the inner stress faster than FEM and generate more 

precise patterns than Mass-Spring model. In addition, we use Delaunay triangulation to generate a variety of 

crack patterns with small number of elements, and change the crack width by referring to the experimental 

results of crack on a reinforced-concrete wall. 

As the result of the simulation, we have succeeded in generating crack patterns on a reinforced-concrete wall, 

where the crack grew with the width change as time passed. Figure 1 shows the result of the simulation and a 

real concreate wall. By comparing them, we can see that some parts surrounded by circles are similar. 
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Figure 1. Comparison between a simulation result and a real concrete. 

(a) simulation result (b) real concrete
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Computer graphics is widely used for a variety of applications such as industrial design, commercial films, 

moves, games, simulations in a virtual space, simulation based visualizations, and so on. One of them is 

landscape simulation, which is a simulation in a virtual space, and is used for an evaluation of the scenery that 

is changed by constructing new buildings. The scenery is built with computer graphics models, which are 

generated using modelling software or image based modelling. The model generated by computer graphics 

modelling software has no stains or cracks so that some images are mapped onto the model surfaces to make 

the models realistic; however, it is not real unless the stains or cracks change as time passes. Then, many 

researches have been studied to investigate the process of crack generation and also to represent cracks on the 

surfaces of target objects. 

Crack is generated by fatigue of materials so that the process of fatigue fracture was investigated by subdividing 
the process into 3 stages: crack generation, crack growth, and spontaneous development (e.g. Pokhmurskil et 

al., 1975). Fatigue crack is also affected by the temperature at the crack vertex so that the spatial and temporal 

variations of temperature at a crack vertex were investigated (e.g. Terekhina et al. 2012). In addition, crack 

generation mechanism was researched and it was found that amorphous silicon films were deformed convexly 

during heating and concavely after cooling and cracks were generated not during heating but during cooling 

(e.g. Tanaka et al. 2015). 

On the other hand, there have also been many researches on generating crack patterns. Most researches are 

based on physically based simulation, and the simplest method is Mass-Spring model (e.g. Hirota et al. 1998). 

In order to represent detailed crack patterns, the inner stress that causes to generate cracks should be considered, 

and FEM is usually used (e.g. Moës et al. 1999). Physically based simulation considering inner stress of the 

target material can generate precise crack patterns and also can represent the process of the crack generation 
as an animation; however, the method requires a lot of time, for example 2.7 hours computation time for 75,000 

triangles that construct an object (e.g. Iben et al. 2006). Then some researches use RBSM, which divides the 

target material into small pieces and uses spring model to analyze the behavior (e.g. Kawai 1978). There are 

also some derivations of RBSM such as RBSN (Rigid Body Spring Network)(e.g. Bolander et al. 2001) or 3D 

RBSM (e.g. Nagai et al. 2005). 

In addition, there are another method that uses similar patterns such as leaf venation. By using leaf venation 

patterns and by inputting some parameters interactively, 2D crack patterns can be generated in real time (e.g. 

Colleoni Couto et al. 2010). There are also some studies that utilize Voronoi diagram (e.g. Schvartzman et.al. 

2014) or Delaunay triangulation (e.g. kambayashi et al. 2014) to generate natural crack patterns. In addition, 

image based techniques are used to generate crack patterns such as Distance Transform algorithm for 

simulating the cracks in Batik wax painting (e.g. Wyvill et al. 2004) and image filter that transforms a line 

drawing to a fractured surface image (e.g. Mould 2005).  

As mentioned above, there have been many studies related to the generation of crack patterns. Physically based 

simulation can generate precise and a variety of crack patterns and animate the process; however, it takes a lot 

of time to simulate. On the other hand, image based technique including utilization of leaf venation can generate 

crack patterns interactively although there is no guarantee of accuracy for the generated images. In addition, 

the crack patterns were generated on free surfaces and the conditions surrounding the target material was not 

considered. For instance, a concrete wall used for a building is surrounded by reinforcing bars and the crack is 

generated by the effect of the reinforcing bars and the gravity. In previous works, generated cracks were 

elongated as they grew; however, the width did not change even if time passed. Therefore, this paper proposes 

a physically based simulation method that generates crack patterns on a concrete surrounded by reinforcing 

bars, and considers that the width of crack changes as time passes by referring to an investigation result. 
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2. METHOD 

2.1. Material selection 

In this paper, we generate crack patterns on 

a concrete wall; however, there are many 

types of concrete so that we have to specify 

the target concrete to simulate the crack 

generation process caused by stress. Table 1 

shows several kinds of concretes. In Table 

1, general concrete is widely used for 

housing. In addition, our final goal is 

landscape simulation, where many houses 
are located and which can evaluate the 

scenery changed by new houses, so that we 

select general concrete for the simulation 

and apply the proposed method to a concrete 

wall surrounding a house. 

On the other hand, there are also a variety of 

cracks. Table 2 shows the relation between 

crack and its primary factor. In Table 2, 

crack by shrinking is the most popular crack 

and it is often seen on house walls. In 

landscape simulation, cracks generated on 
surfaces of house walls have large impact to 

the scenery and we investigate the process of 

crack generation by calculating the inner 

stress of a general concrete. Then, we select 

crack by shrinking as the target crack. 

2.2. RBSM model 

We use RBSM as the simulation model since Mass-Spring 

model cannot simulate the inner stress of the material and 

FEM requires a lot of time to simulate. RBSM can 

consider the inner stress and the simulation is very fast 

because the calculation is based on spring model. Figure 2 

shows 2 elements of RBSM and springs that connect the 2 
elements. As Figure 2 shows, there are 2 springs on the 

boundary of the 2 elements: shear and vertical springs. If 

the stress calculated with RBSM exceeds the yield stress 

that is the strength of spring in RBSM model, the spring is 

broken and crack is generated. 

 

2.3. Delaunay triangulation 

In order to calculate the inner stress with RBSM, the target 

concrete surface should be divided into small elements. The 

simplest one is the grid-based division; however, we have to 

divide the target area into huge number of small elements to 
represent natural cracks, and it takes huge time to simulate. 

On the other hand, there is a division method called Voronoi 

diagram, which makes natural division with small number 

of elements. Figure 3 shows Voronoi diagram, where each 

element is composed of a area surrounded by perpendicular 

bisectors of generatrices, which are occurred at random. 

Voronoi diagram can generate a variety of shape with small 

and large areas; however, the vertex has only 3 line segments 

Table 1. Classification of ordinal concrete. 

Kind Feature Purpose 

General concrete Relatively soft House 

Mass concrete Hard for a long time Dam, Building 

Swelling concrete Swell by bonding Building floor 

Low shrinking concrete Hard to shrink Research building 

Watertight concrete High waterproof Pool, Basement 

 

Table 2. Relation between crack and its primary factor 

Kind Primary factor Location 

Crack by leaching Leach of cement Inside 

Crack by shrinking Shrink of cement, 
shrink by dry 

Inside and 
surface 

Crack by temperature Temperature change Inside 

Crack by Erosion Chemical reaction Inside and 
surface 

Crack by freezing Frozen cement Surface 

 

 

Figure 2. RBSM model. 

Boundary

Shear spring

Vertical spring

 

Figure 3. Voronoi diagram. 
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as shown in Figure 3 so that the direction of crack is limited and the generated image of crack is unnatural. 

Then, we adopt Delaunay triangulation instead of Voronoi diagram for the division of the target area. 

In this paper, we use Delaunay triangulation for the element division. The red triangles in Figure 4 shows 

Delaunay triangulation generated from another Voronoi diagram. As Figure 4 shows, the vertex has many line 

segments so that there exist some selections for the growing direction of a crack. The original Delaunay 

triangulation has no triangle along the surrounding edges. Then, some triangles should be made by connecting 

the vertices of the original Delaunay triangulation and 4 vertices of the rectangle or the intersection points of 

the perpendicular bisectors of generatices in Voronoi diagram and the edges of the rectangle. Figure 5 shows 

the Delaunay triangulation generated by this method. 

2.4. Constraint condition 

Our purpose is to generate cracks on a house wall made from a general reinforced-concrete. Then, the wall is 

constrained by reinforcing bars and the ground so that the force generated by the constraint occurs and is 

directed to the constraint objects: two reinforcing bars and the ground. Figure 6 shows the constraint and the 

force direction. We consider that some forces are loaded at some elements by the constraint. In Figure 6, there 

are two reinforcing bars at the both sides of the wall and there is the ground at the bottom. We also consider 

cracks caused by shrinking so that the force directions on the right and left half sides are right and left, 

respectively. In addition, the force is also directed to the bottom due to the gravity. 

3. SIMULATION 

3.1. Stiffness matrix 

The relation between inner stresses and their strains is described with the following equation. 

σ=Kε   …………………………………………...(1) 

 

Where, K is stiffness matrix. For two elements in 2 

dimension, Eq. (1) is represented as Eq.(2). 
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   ………….(2) 

Where, 𝜎𝑗
𝑖 represents the j directional stress of element i,  

𝜀𝑗
𝑖 represents the j directional strain of element i, and  𝐾𝑗

𝑖 

represents the j directional stiffness for i directional 

strain. K is symmetry and also calculated as follows. 

 

Figure 6. Constraints and force directions. 
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Figure 4. Relation between Voronoi 
diagram and Delaunay triangulation. 

 

Figure 5. Delaunay triangulation. 
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Where, 𝑘𝑛 and 𝑘𝑠 are vertical and shear elements of spring constant, respectively, and 𝑙𝑥 and 𝑙𝑦 are 𝑥  and y  

directional length of the boundary between the element 1 and 2, respectively. 𝑘𝑛 and 𝑘𝑠 are also calculated 

with the following equation. 

 

𝑘𝑛 =
𝐸

(1−𝜈２)(𝐿1+𝐿2)
,            𝑘𝑠 =

𝐸

(1+𝜈)(𝐿1+𝐿2)
……………….(4) 

 

Where, 𝐸 is Young’s modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and  𝐿1 and 𝐿2 are lengths from the centers of gravity of 

element 1 and 2 to the boundary, respectively. 

Actually, each strain can be calculated from forces that are loaded at some elements with the similar equation. 

Then, we can calculate the every inner stress from each strain by generating the stiffness matrix for all elements. 

Finally, when the inner stress is over the yield stress, the spring is broken and a crack is generated. In RBSM, 

each element has 2 springs: vertical and shear. Then, when at least one of the springs is broken, a crack is 
generated.  

3.2. Crack width 

As a crack grows, its width changes, and it actually shrinks after it has swelled, and this process is repeated. 

The speed of this process is different for each material, and depends on the final value of drying shrinkage 

strain. The maximum width of crack, however, is the same for every material even if the final value of drying 

shrinkage strain is different (e.g. Seo et al. 2005). In this paper, we change the crack width according to the 

experimental result related to the relation between the concrete age and the crack width. 

4. RESULT 

We have simulated the process of crack generation with the proposed method for 500 elements on the image, 

which resolution is  600×400. Delaunay triangulation used in the simulation is shown in Figure 7. Two types 

of the simulation results are shown in Figure 8, where a real image that has no crack is mapped as the 
background image.  

 

Figure 7. Delaunay triangulation used for the simulation. 
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The concreate is constrained with 2 reinforcing bars for the both sides and the ground for the bottom, so that 

some forces are loaded by the shrinking. Then, some strains are generated by the forces, and cracks are 

generated when the inner stress is over the yield stress. In Figure 8, it seems that the horizontal stress is larger 

than the vertical one so that the crack runs vertically. As time passes, cracks grow changing their widths; 

however, the width does not grow linearly but swelling and shrinking are repeated alternately. In Figure 8, 

there are two types of simulation results: 600μ and 400μ for the final values of drying shrinkage strain. By 

comparing the 2 results, we can see that the concrete with 600μ final value of drying shrinkage strain grows 

faster than the other concrete with 400μ final value of drying shrinkage strain, and has more cracks. However, 

the maximum width of the cracks is the same for the both simulation results although the width changes during 
the process of crack generation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, we have proposed a crack generation method using RBSM, which considers the constraints from 

the reinforcing bars and the ground, and also the change of crack width. For the precise simulation, huge 

number of elements are required so that we have adopted Delaunay triangulation to divide the target area into 

 

 

Figure 8. Simulation results for two types of final values of drying shrinkage strain. 

(a1) after 2 months

(a2) after 6 months

(a3) after 18 months

(a4) after 24 months

(b1) after 2 months

(b2) after 6 months

(b3) after 18 months

(b4) after 24 months

(a) 400μ (b) 600μ
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some simulation elements for natural division. As the results of the simulation, crack runs vertically due to the 

constraints from the reinforcing bars and the ground, and the width changed as time passed. By comparison 

between the concrete with 600μ of final value of drying shrinkage strain and another concrete with 400μ of 

final value of drying shrinkage strain, we have found that crack on the concrete with 600μ of final value of 

drying shrinkage strain grows faster than the other concrete. In addition, we have confirmed that the cracks 

generated by the simulation is similar to the real one by comparing the simulation result with a real concrete 

as Figure 1 shows.We have succeeded in visualizing the process of the crack generation; however, the width 

of crack is uniform along the boundary of elements although it changes as time passes. In the real crack, 

however, the width is not uniform. In addition, the shape of the crack depends on the Delaunay triangulation, 

which is defined by the generatrices used for Voronoi diagram. Then, we also have to consider how to define 
the location of generatices as the future works. 
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